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Manjula Shetye and the Horrific State of Indian Prisons 1 

Two incidents, a few weeks apart, both concerning prisons, have captured national headlines. 

First, Manjula Shetye, an inmate at Byculla Prison, Mumbai, was killed for asking for a few 
slices of bread to which she was entitled. Now, allegations are swirling around about special 
facilities being allegedly provided by prison administration to AIADMK General Secretary V 
Sasikala in Bengaluru. The question here is not why Sasikala is apparently specially privileged, 
but why ordinary prisoners like Manjula were denied the basics.  

Prisoners are no one’s constituency; although many politicians have been to jail, some many 
times, no one yet speaks for those who are incarcerated.  in the society. The media takes sporadic 
interest only when incidents involving celebrities or horrific episodes occur. There is no 
sustained or sustainable reporting. 

India has more than 4 lakh prisoners lodged in 1401 prisons. Of these, nearly 70 per cent are 
under trials who do not need to be there at all. They spend years awaiting trials to conclude.  Of 
them, more than 50% are eventually acquitted. They have no voting rights, very limited access to 
the outside world, and are under the complete control of prison authorities.  

A huge majority of prisoners are too poor to post bail. Often, they have no lawyers, do not have 
access to adequate medical care, and are likely to face torture or exploitation. The system fails 
the prisoners at every turn; agencies blame each other for non-performance and unaccountability.  

Most Indian prisons run in old, often dilapidated buildings, are heavily overcrowded and are 
strapped for funds and staff. Prisoners and prisons are squeezed for space, bumping into each 
other at odd times While these issues are common to prisons across the world, it hasn’t stopped 
countries to opt for fund prioritisation to ensure basic minimum standards exist within prisons. In 
2009, the Central Government received much slack for shelving the Second Phase of Scheme of 
Modernisation of Prisons. However, the 14th Finance Commission had then observed that with 
appropriate prioritization States have sufficient funds to easily undertake modernization of 
prisons.  
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Yet, spending by states across the country on improving prison infrastructure and prison 
conditions is negligible. While there was a 10% increase in budgetary allocation for 2015-16 
over the previous year, the National Crime Research Bureau’s Prison Statistics India painted the 
following picture: 

• in 2015, 5.9% of budget allocations was spent on medical facilities 
• 1.5% pm clothing 
• 0.9% in education/vocational trainings 
• 0.6% in welfare activities and  
• 60.5% in food.  

It is unclear how the remaining 30.6% was used. This unexplained gap needs to be addressed 
robustly. This won’t happen as long as prisons remain at the bottom of the priority list of state 
governments. Civil society, media, scholars and professionals need to collaborate to ensure that 
basic, minimum facilities are provided for prisoners.  

Oversight and accountability too play an important role in improving prison conditions. Every 
prison in the country is required by law to be inspected or ‘visited’. State prison manuals 
mandate the constitution of Board of Visitors comprising local officials and civilians, who are 
required to come together to report on and monitor improvements in prison conditions and 
functioning. Such visitors include officers from judiciary, district administration, social welfare 
department and public works as well as respected people drawn from the local society. Members 
from human rights commissions and legal aid authorities too are entitled to visit and inspect 
prisons on a regular basis.  

However, according to our research, not even 1% of our prisons are being monitored. Taking 
strong notice of current conditions, the Supreme Court has taken upon itself the task of reviewing 
prisons and propelling extensive reforms in the system. This is being done through an on-going 
case named “Inhuman Conditions in 1382 Prisons’. The issue of compliance remains a concern.  

Unless there are efforts to check prison conditions, all efforts to reform, rehabilitate are futile. If 
prisons are to be transformed into correctional institutions as in other countries, then it’s time to 
demand ‘VIP’ facilities for every prisoner. For what VIPs get is not special treatment but quality 
food, clean clothes, fresh bedding, a bed and safe drinking water: these surely are the right of 
every person who is detained behind bars irrespective of their social status. That and the right to 
safety must be at the core of structural changes if we are not to see tragic repetitions of Manjula 
Shetye’s case. 
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